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LESSON PLAN 2.3.2
TEACHING MODULE 2.3.2
Chapter 2.3 Hands-on training: customizing and printing simple designs
Equipment (if PC with Internet access, 3D printer, 4 x cylindrical magnets
needed) Optional: calipers for measuring the dimensions of parts, superglue
Duration 2 hours
Short Description In this worksheet we will learn how to design and print a pen holder
fridge magnet and a paper holder fridge magnet.
Learning Outcomes How to design and measure with precision, and embed other objects
(magnets) in a 3D print
Customize 3D models using TinkerCAD, Alignment of objects, Applying
different slicing options and advanced feature in Cura
Creativity, Improvisation, Divergent thinking, Decision making,
Flexibility & Adaptability, Problem solving, Experimentation, Patience
Activities
Activity 1 Exercise 2.3.2.1
Aim of the Activity Making design decisions for embedding magnets in a 3D model
Duration 40 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Integrating multiple basic shapes, modify dimensions, group and align
objects, adding text to a curved surface
Resources Worksheet 2.3.2 / Exercise 1
Activity 2 Exercise 2.3.2.2
2

Aim of the Activity Design considerations for a functional print of a fridge magnet
Duration 30 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Integrating multiple basic shapes, use workplanes, group and align
objects, add mirrored text.
Resources Worksheet 2.3.2 / Exercise 2
Activity 3 Exercise 2.3.2.3
Aim of the Activity Slice the fridge magnet 3D models
Duration 20 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Use advanced features of CURA: inspecting a sliced model and locating
a specific layer, adding post-processing scripts and temporarily pausing
a print job.
Resources Worksheet 2.3.2 / Exercise 3, exported .stl files (pen holder fridge
magnet and paper holder fridge magnet) from the two previous
exercises of this worksheet.
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Activity Worksheet 2.3.2 (Teacher Version)
Level 2 (Intermediate Level: Mastering the Basics and Beyond)
Chapter 2.3 Hands-on Training: Customizing and Printing Simple Designs
Activity Worksheet 2.3.2
In this worksheet we will learn how to create two different designs of fridge magnets that also
have practical use: a pen holder and a paper holder for your fridge. More specifically, we will
•
•
•

design both models taking into consideration the required cavities/holes for the
magnets
add “engraved” text to a flat or a curved surface
learn how to use some advanced features of CURA like
o the PREVIEW option that allows us to inspect a sliced model and find specific
layers of interest
o adding post-processing gcode scripts for e.g. stopping a print job, inserting a
magnet and continue printing

The final printed result will look like the following image.
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Exercise 1: Designing a Pen Holder Fridge Magnet
Creating different kinds of models and modifying them to be used as fridge magnets is a fairly
easy and enjoyable process. There are several sizes of cheap magnets available in the market
(e.g. Neodymium or NdFeB strong magnets) and probably everyone can find some sort of magnet
laying around at home or office.
Let’s start by opening TinkerCAD, sign-in and click on the “Create new design” button. Change
the name of the project to “3D2ACT pen holder fridge magnet”.
Insert a Box from Basic Shapes Library with dimensions 75mm x 18mm x 12mm. On top of the
Box, insert a Round Roof from Basic Shapes Library with height 10mm and group them together.

Insert a Hole Box from Basic Shapes Library with (recommended) dimensions 53mm x 38mm and
30mm in height. Round-off the edges of the Hole Box (recommended Radius value: 11) and raise
it 4mm above the workplane. Move the Hole Box to intersect with the Round Roof Box (position
it around 5mm from one side and 17mm from the other side) and group them together.
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Add a Cylinder with dimensions 70mm x 14 mm (Sides: 64) and a attach a Cone (Base radius: 7,
Height: 15, Sides: 64). Group them together and raise it 6.4mm above the workplane.

Convert the cylinder to a hole and align it at the center of the Round Roof Box. Make sure that
the pointed cylinder head is around 0.4mm inside the Round Roof Box and does not stick out the
boundaries of model.
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Next, we want to add the text “3D2ACT” on the Round Roof Box. Since the surface is curved, we
cannot just insert Text from the Basic Shapes Library. Go to the Shape Generators library and add
a “custom font text ring”. To fit this curved text correctly, you need to experiment a little (“trial
and error” method). Make the curved text a hole and lower/drop it around 1mm below the
surface to create an “engraved” effect.
The recommended parameter values for the curved text are shown in the following image.
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Now it’s time to measure your magnets and create two-hole (not solid) objects. In our
implementation, we used two 10x3mm cylindrical NdFeB strong magnets.
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There are two different design options for placing the magnets:
Option A: The simplest option is to create two open holes at the bottom of the pen holder and
insert the magnets. If the holes are tight enough, the magnets will just fit snugly into the cavities
on the backside. Otherwise, you can use some superglue to secure them in place. In this case,
our cylindrical hole dimensions can be 10.3 x 3.2mm. Align the magnet holes in the middle of the
Round Roof Box and group everything together.

Option B: The second option is to fully “enclose” the magnets inside the model. To implement
this, you must slice the model appropriately, stop the print at a specific height/layer, insert the
magnets and then continue the print. For this case, our cylindrical hole dimensions must be a
little larger e.g. 11mm x 3.4mm.
[Note that these hole dimensions are rather “generous” and could be made smaller e.g. 10.6mm
x 3.2 mm. However, it is better to have a little more space and avoid forcing the magnets inside
because this could result in moving or unsticking the model from the bed, which will ruin the
whole print.]
In addition, you need to raise the holes 0.4mm above the workplane. Align the magnet holes in
the middle of the Round Roof Box and group everything together. Note that the holes will not be
visible when looking at the model.
In any case, the final model looks like this:
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Now the model is ready to be exported as a .stl file, if we wish to slice it and print it.
Optional Exercise 1.1
Duplicate the model and create two different versions for both Option A and Option B as
presented above.
Optional Exercise 1.2
Modify the dimensions of the pen holder model so that a whiteboard marker can fit inside. This
marker holder model could be useful for schools that use magnetic whiteboards.
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Exercise 2: Designing a Paper Holder Fridge Magnet
This is another design of a fridge magnet that can be used as a “flip switch”, which can
grab/release a piece of paper on your fridge.
Let’s start by opening TinkerCAD, sign-in and click on the “Create new design” button. Change
the name of the project to “3D2ACT paper holder fridge magnet”.
Insert a Box from Basic Shapes Library with dimensions 48mm x 30mm x 5mm.

On top of the Box, insert a Wedge from Basic Shapes Library with height 3mm at the
center/maximum point.
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To round-off all the corners, we will create a “masking” object (as a hole). Make two copies of
the box object (without the wedge). To the first copy of the box do the following: change the
height to 30mm, modify the Radius to 9 (round corners), make it a hole and move it below the
workplane by 5mm.
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To the second copy of the box do the following: resize it to 55mm x 35mm x 10mm and align it
with the first box.
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Group them together and make the resulting object a hole.

Now move the “masking” object over the Box with the Wedge. Group everything together. The
result should look like the following image.
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Let’s add (engrave) the text “3D2ACT” at the bottom of the paper holder (where the object
touches the workplane). Select “Text” from Basic Shapes Library. Since the letters will be on the
bottom of the object, you must “flip” them so they can be printed in the correct orientation (to
verify this, look at model from the bottom and not from the top). To do that, you click on the
Mirror button and select the vertical arrow on the right. Align the letters at the center of the
object (select both objects and click the Align button). Group everything together.

Make sure that the height of the letters is at least 2mm and turn them from a solid to a hole.
Only 1mm should be inside the object so lower the letters appropriately.
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To create the magnet cavities on the top of the paper holder, first select the first inclined plane
and add a cylindrical hole with dimensions 6.04mm x 6.04mm x 3mm.

Note that we are using smaller diameter magnets than the previous exercise. Since the fridge
magnet will hold paper (which is light), there is no need to use larger magnets. Measure your
magnets and create two hole (not solid) objects. In our implementation, we used two 6x3mm
cylindrical NdFeB strong magnets.
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Align the magnet hole with the rest of the model. Lower the magnet hole by 3mm. Do the same
on the other size of the object and group everything together.

Finally, group everything together and export the .stl file to be sliced and 3D-printed.
Optional Exercise 2.1
Duplicate the paper holder and instead of using “engraved” text, use “raised” text. Apart from
the aesthetic changes in the model, consider the implications of this design decision during slicing
and printing of the model.
To do that, ungroup the model, select the text and make it a Solid. Then move them downwards
(below the workplane) by 0.6mm (or 1mm) as shown in the image below. If you do this, you won’t
be able to print this model with the letters facing down without supports. Removing these
supports, after printing, will be difficult and will probably ruin the smooth appearance of your
model. As you can see, there are printing considerations that can affect the design process.
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Exercise 3: Slicing the Fridge Magnet 3D Models
Open your .stl file from Exercise 2 (paper holder fridge magnet) in Cura. You can slice the model
as it is (with the letters flat on the bed) without the need to reorient or rotate it. In addition,
there is no need for supports.
The recommended printing resolution is 0.1mm. A lower resolution e.g. 0.2mm works too, but
the surfaces will get a lot rougher/pixelated. The infill can be set to 25% since a higher infill
density is not necessary due to low loads.
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The final printed paper holder fridge magnet is shown in the pictures below. You can now insert
the magnets that should fit snugly if you apply a little pressure (e.g. with a flat screwdriver or
press it against a table). Alternatively, you can use some superglue to ensure the magnets remain
in place.
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If you did the optional exercise with the “raised” text (instead of the “engrave” text), you
probably realized that you will not be able to print this model with the letters facing down
without supports. And if you use supports it will be very difficult to remove them after printing,
and additionally it will mess with the smooth appearance of your model. Therefore, the best
choice is to reorient the model and print it on the side as shown below.
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Now let’s open the pen holder fridge magnet .stl file from Exercise 1 in Cura. Slice the model as
it is (flat side down) without any reorientation, rotation or any supports.
The recommended printing resolution is 0.1mm, but a lower resolution of 0.2mm will work
(tough the curved surfaces will get rougher/pixelated). The infill can be set to 20%.

The final printed pen holder fridge magnet is shown in the pictures below. You can insert the
magnets that should fit snugly if you apply a little pressure. Alternatively, you can use some
superglue to ensure the magnets remain in place.
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If you selected the design option B that contains fully enclose the magnets, you will need to pause
the print at a specific height, insert the magnets and continue printing. To locate and identify the
exact layer you need to pause, you can the slider on the right (in the PRVIEW mode of Cura).

As shown in the picture above, you can pause the print at layer 18 (slicing resolution was set to
0.2mm).
The recommended method to pause a print is to use the “Pause at height” plugin in CURA. Go to
the menu Extensions -> Post processing -> Modify G-code and click on “Add a script” -> “Pause
at height”. Enter the following recommended parameters:
• Pause at: Layer number
• Method: Marlin(M0) or BQ(M25)
• Park print head: X = 0 , Y = 0 (it will park the hotend at the lower left corner)
• Retraction: 10mm
• Extrude amount: 0mm (not needed for e.g. inserting magnets)
• Before/After command: M300 (beep sound)
After adding the “Pause at height” script you must re-slice the model.
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Note that if you slice your model with a 0.1mm resolution, the layer number that you should
insert “Pause at height” script will be 36 instead of 18. Another alternative would be to insert the
height in mm instead of the number. In this case, the slicing resolution will not matter but you
have to be careful calculating the correct height.
After inserting a post-processing script, Cura adds a notification at the bottom of the page for all
currently active scripts.
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Pausing, inserting the magnets and continuing the print:

Pausing the print can also be done “manually” i.e. by calculating the layer height and finding the
correct moment to pause the print process from the 3D printer control screen. However,
depending on your printer (and firmware), manually pausing the printer may cause problems e.g.
the nozzle may stop at an inconvenient location (if it’s not automatically “parked”) and filament
may ooze out from the nozzle ruining the printed model.
Tip for printing with multiple colours
The same procedure can also be applied for printing with multiple colours i.e. you can use the
“Pause at height” post-processing script with similar parameters. The only difference would be
the value of the "Extrude amount" parameter: for changing filament colour, you will need to
insert a positive value (e.g. 30mm) so that you can "purge" the old colour and compensate for
the 10mm retraction.
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Activity Worksheet 2.3.2 (Student Version)
Level 2 (Intermediate Level: Mastering the Basics and Beyond)
Chapter 2.3 Hands-on Training: Customizing and Printing Simple Designs
Activity Worksheet 2.3.2
In this worksheet we will learn how to create two different designs of fridge magnets that also
have practical use: a pen holder and a paper holder for your fridge. More specifically, we will
•
•
•

design both models taking into consideration the required cavities/holes for the
magnets
add “engraved” text to a flat or a curved surface
learn how to use some advanced features of CURA like
o the “Preview” option that allows us to inspect a sliced model and find specific
layers of interest
o adding post-processing gcode scripts for e.g. stopping a print job, inserting a
magnet and continue printing

The final printed result will look like the following image.
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Exercise 1: Designing a Pen Holder Fridge Magnet
Creating different kinds of models and modifying them to be used as fridge magnets is a fairly
easy and enjoyable process. There are several sizes of cheap magnets available in the market
(e.g. Neodymium or NdFeB strong magnets) and probably everyone can find some sort of magnet
laying around at home or office.
Let’s start by opening TinkerCAD, sign-in and click on the “Create new design” button. Change
the name of the project to “3D2ACT pen holder fridge magnet”.
Insert a Box from Basic Shapes Library with dimensions 75mm x 18mm x 12mm. On top of the
Box, insert a Round Roof from Basic Shapes Library with height 10mm and group them together.

Insert a Hole Box from Basic Shapes Library with (recommended) dimensions 53mm x 38mm and
30mm in height. Round-off the edges of the Hole Box (recommended Radius value: 11) and raise
it 4mm above the workplane. Move the Hole Box to intersect with the Round Roof Box (position
it around 5mm from one side and 17mm from the other side) and group them together.
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Add a Cylinder with dimensions 70mm x 14 mm (Sides: 64) and a attach a Cone (Base radius: 7 ,
Height: 15 , Sides: 64). Group them together and raise it 6.4mm above the workplane.

Convert the cylinder to a hole and align it at the center of the Round Roof Box. Make sure that
the pointed cylinder head is around 0.4mm inside the Round Roof Box and does not stick out the
boundaries of model.
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Next, we want to add the text “3D2ACT” on the Round Roof Box. Since the surface is curved, we
cannot just insert Text from the Basic Shapes Library. Go to the Shape Generators library and add
a “custom font text ring”. To fit this curved text correctly, you need to experiment a little (“trial
and error” method). Make the curved text a hole and lower/drop it around 1mm below the
surface to create an “engraved” effect.
Now it’s time to measure your magnets and create two-hole (not solid) objects. In our
implementation, we used two 10x3mm cylindrical NdFeB strong magnets.
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There are two different design options for placing the magnets:
Option A: The simplest option is to create two open holes at the bottom of the pen holder and
insert the magnets. If the holes are tight enough, the magnets will just fit snugly into the cavities
on the backside. Otherwise, you can use some superglue to secure them in place. In this case,
our cylindrical hole dimensions can be 10.3 x 3.2mm. Align the magnet holes in the middle of the
Round Roof Box and group everything together.
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Option B: The second option is to fully “enclose” the magnets inside the model. To implement
this, you must slice the model appropriately, stop the print at a specific height/layer, insert the
magnets and then continue the print. For this case, our cylindrical hole dimensions must be a
little larger e.g. 11mm x 3.4mm.
In addition, you need to raise the holes 0.4mm above the workplane. Align the magnet holes in
the middle of the Round Roof Box and group everything together. Note that the holes will not be
visible when looking at the model.
In any case, the final model looks like this:

Now the model is ready to be exported as a .stl file, if we wish to slice it and print it.
Optional Exercise 1.1
Duplicate the model and create two different versions for both Option A and Option B as
presented above.
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Optional Exercise 1.2
Modify the dimensions of the pen holder model so that a whiteboard marker can fit inside. This
marker holder model could be useful for schools that use magnetic whiteboards.

Exercise 2: Designing a Paper Holder Fridge Magnet
This is another design of a fridge magnet that can be used as a “flip switch”, which can
grab/release a piece of paper on your fridge.
Let’s start by opening TinkerCAD, sign-in and click on the “Create new design” button. Change
the name of the project to “3D2ACT paper holder fridge magnet”.
Insert a Box from Basic Shapes Library with dimensions 48mm x 30mm x 5mm. On top of the Box,
insert a Wedge from Basic Shapes Library with height 3mm at the center/maximum point.

To round-off all the corners, we will create a “masking” object (as a hole). Make two copies of
the box object (without the wedge). To the first copy of the box do the following: change the
height to 30mm, modify the Radius to 9 (round corners), make it a hole and move it below the
workplane by 5mm.
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To the second copy of the box do the following: resize it to 55mm x 35mm x 10mm and align it
with the first box.
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Group them together and make the resulting object a hole.

Now move the “masking” object over the Box with the Wedge. Group everything together. The
result should look like the following image.
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Let’s add (engrave) the text “3D2ACT” at the bottom of the paper holder (where the object
touches the workplane). Select “Text” from Basic Shapes Library. Since the letters will be on the
bottom of the object, you must “flip” them so they can be printed in the correct orientation (to
verify this, look at model from the bottom and not from the top). To do that, you click on the
Mirror button and select the vertical arrow on the right. Align the letters at the center of the
object (select both objects and click the Align button). Group everything together.

Make sure that the height of the letters is at least 2mm and turn them from a solid to a hole.
Only 1mm should be inside the object so lower the letters appropriately.
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To create the magnet cavities on the top of the paper holder, first select the first inclined plane
and add a cylindrical hole with dimensions 6.04mm x 6.04mm x 3mm.
Align the magnet hole with the rest of the model. Lower the magnet hole by 3mm. Do the same
on the other size of the object and group everything together.

Finally, group everything together and export the .stl file to be sliced and 3D-printed.
Optional Exercise 2.1
Duplicate the paper holder and instead of using “engraved” text, use “raised” text. Apart from
the aesthetic changes in the model, consider the implications of this design decision during slicing
and printing of the model.
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Exercise 3: Slicing the Fridge Magnet 3D Models
Open your .stl file from Exercise 2 (paper holder fridge magnet) in Cura. You can slice the model
as it is (with the letters flat on the bed) without the need to reorient or rotate it. In addition,
there is no need for supports.
The recommended printing resolution is 0.1mm. A lower resolution e.g. 0.2mm works too, but
the surfaces will get a lot rougher/pixelated. The infill can be set to 25% since a higher infill
density is not necessary due to low loads.

The final printed paper holder fridge magnet is shown in the pictures below. You can now insert
the magnets that should fit snugly if you apply a little pressure (e.g. with a flat screwdriver or
press it against a table). Alternatively, you can use some superglue to ensure the magnets remain
in place.
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If you did the optional exercise with the “raised” text (instead of the “engrave” text), you
probably realized that you will not be able to print this model with the letters facing down
without supports. And if you use supports it will be very difficult to remove them after printing,
and additionally it will mess with the smooth appearance of your model. Therefore, the best
choice is to reorient the model and print it on the side as shown below.
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Now let’s open the pen holder fridge magnet .stl file from Exercise 1 in Cura. Slice the model as
it is (flat side down) without any reorientation, rotation or any supports.
The recommended printing resolution is 0.1mm, but a lower resolution of 0.2mm will work
(tough the curved surfaces will get rougher/pixelated). The infill can be set to 20%.
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The final printed pen holder fridge magnet is shown in the pictures below. You can insert the
magnets that should fit snugly if you apply a little pressure. Alternatively, you can use some
superglue to ensure the magnets remain in place.

If you selected the design option B that contains fully enclose the magnets, you will need to pause
the print at a specific height, insert the magnets and continue printing. To locate and identify the
exact layer you need to pause, you can the slider on the right (in the PRVIEW mode of Cura).
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The recommended method to pause a print is to use the “Pause at height” plugin in CURA. Go to
the menu Extensions -> Post processing -> Modify G-code and click on “Add a script” -> “Pause
at height”. Enter the following recommended parameters:
• Pause at: Layer number
• Method: Marlin(M0) or BQ(M25)
• Park print head: X = 0 , Y = 0 (it will park the hotend at the lower left corner)
• Retraction: 10mm
• Extrude amount: 0mm (not needed for e.g. inserting magnets)
• Before/After command: M300 (beep sound)
After adding the “Pause at height” script you must re-slice the model.
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Pausing, inserting the magnets and continuing the print:

Pausing the print can also be done “manually” i.e. by calculating the layer height and finding the
correct moment to pause the print process from the 3D printer control screen. However,
depending on your printer (and firmware), manually pausing the printer may cause problems e.g.
the nozzle may stop at an inconvenient location (if it’s not automatically “parked”) and filament
may ooze out from the nozzle ruining the printed model.
Tip for printing with multiple colours
The same procedure can also be applied for printing with multiple colours i.e. you can use the
“Pause at height” post-processing script with similar parameters. The only difference would be
the value of the "Extrude amount" parameter: for changing filament colour, you will need to
insert a positive value (e.g. 30mm) so that you can "purge" the old colour and compensate for
the 10mm retraction.
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